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Most popular global cross-border payment routes

Payment processing API technology 
helps improve STP rates

Universal cost and operational impacts of failed 
payments are impacting global businesses 

North America is the main destination for cross-border payments. 

Advanced API payments technologies help accelerate end-to-end A2A 
payments e�iciency and increase STP rates.

Failed payments are eroding profitability and driving productivity losses 
at the exact time businesses need their money to work harder to help 
counteract inflationary and macroeconomic pressures. 

Protect the integrity of global supply chains and prioritize seamless experiences with the performance 
advantage of fast payments solutions

STP rate based on access to payment data solution

 

Visit risk.lexisnexis.com/failedpayments to explore the True Impact of Failed Payments Report
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say broken or failed payments 
have a severe impact on cost 
to the business  49%

say broken or failed 
payments have some 
impact on sta� workload, 
with 31% citing severe 
workload impacts   

64%
say balancing accuracy with 
speed of payment is very 
challenging
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report losing 2% or more of 
their customers due to failed 
or delayed payments 
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15% of global payments require 
additional enrichment 
Companies with less than 10% of 
payments requiring additional 
enrichment realize a 7% higher 
STP rate (32% vs 25%)

Companies using more 
advanced tools to access 
payment data solutions have a 
better STP rate on average

Most vulnerable global 
cross-border payment routes 
Cross-border payment routes to North America also represent 
higher levels of failed payments.
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Account-to-Account payments performance 
varies slightly by region
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Average percentage 
of payments that are 

straight-through 
processing (STP) 

by region

Average fee for 
rejected or repaired 
payments by region 12$ .34 11$ .43 12$ .29 12$ .05 12$ .10
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From our study respondents: 
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The Global Economy Runs on E�icient Cross-Border 
Account-to-Account Payments

Find out how fast payments solutions improve straight-through processing rates
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